Welcome to Mexico!

Arrival in Cancun
Cancun International Airport is the second most traveled airport in Mexico, with 4 terminals
that service various commercial airlines’ international and domestic flights.
Cancun International Airport is located 7.5 miles (12km) from downtown Cancun and 12.5
miles (20 km) southwest from the heart of the hotel zone.
ICPAN 2019 activities will be located in Cancun’s Hotel Zone.
Arrival procedures by terminal
•

Terminal 1 (T1): Once you have picked up your luggage, please keep walking
straight to the parking area. Taxi companies will be found in this area.

•

Terminal 2 (T2 Domestic): After passing the revolving door, keep walking to the
baggage claim area to pick up your luggage, Taxi companies will be found in this
area.

•

Terminal 2 (T2 International): Once you have completed the immigration and
customs process keep walking straight until you cross a second glass door. Taxi
companies will be found in this area.

•

Terminal 3 (T3): After the immigration check point, keep walking to pick up your
luggage and clear customs. Once finalizing this process walk, straight to the second
glass door where you will find the "meet & greet area". Taxi companies will be found
in this area.

•

Terminal 4 (T4): After processing through immigration and customs, please keep
walking and take the left corridor to “Hotel Shuttles & Tour Operators”. Taxi
companies will be found in this area.

Estimated travel time from Cancun International Airport to Cancun ICC and the Hotel Zone
Area is 45 minutes.
The estimated cost of a private taxi is USD $50 to $60 per vehicle. It is recommended to
reserve round trip taxi service in advance of your arrival in Cancun - your ride will be waiting
on arrival and departure.

Immigrations and Customs | International Flights
You must present a valid passport on entry to the country.
During the flight to Mexico you will receive and must fill out a customs immigration form.
Visitors must present one completed Immigration Form for each passenger arriving in
country. The Immigration Officer will review and then return one portion of the
Immigration Form that must be kept in your posession until collected by airport
personnel when you leave the country.
After processing through Immigration, retrieve your luggage and proceed to Customs. You
will hand the Immigration Form to the Customs Agent. For T2 international and T3 arriving
passengers, further Immigration inspection is lottery-based. Visitors will press a button on
a “traffic light” which flashes red or green (green means continue, a red light necessitates
further inspection). If arriving via T4 you will be required to pass an inspection if your bag
shows a sticker on pick up at baggage claim. Officials will perform a quick, courteous
inspection.
Procedures vary a bit at each terminal. At the international terminal visitors will find
complimentary luggage carts next to the carrousels, and there are no skycaps available.
Luggage carts may only be used inside the airport building.

Local Personal Safety Information
Like any foreign place traveled to, it is important to stay mindful of your surroundings.
Cancun’s Hotel Zone is a popular, tourist friendly area. However, it is recommended that
visitors explore the local tourist zones and schedule participation in group tours to visit the
many other interesting and beautiful attractions around Cancun.
When you need to arrange for taxi service during your stay, please ask the hotel concierge
for assistance.

